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Who is this book for? This book is for anyone who wants to learn the fundamentals and the finer details of
kettlebell pressing in order to progress from novice to master. Its also for Personal Trainers who want to learn

more about how to find and fix any issues that may prevent their clients from pressing or progressing.
Personal Trainers can add hundreds of new variations to their programming.We've covered every press

variation you can imagine. With this book, you can develop awesome strong and great looking
shoulders."Only one who devotes himself to a cause with his whole strength and soul can be a true master.

For this reason mastery demands all of a person." Albert Einstein"Taco Fleur and Joe Daniels have hit the nail
on the head with their book Master The Kettlebell Press. This is the ONLY guide you'll ever need if you are

into Kettlebell Training or CrossFit.

But the road to mastering this technique is not a short one. Move Keep the kettlebell where it is in space and
move your body by bending at your waist away from it downward and to the right. In Dragon Doors RKC
kettlebell instructor training system the Beast Tamer and Iron Maiden challenges represent the ultimate

athletic achievement of an elite few men and women.

Kettlebell Experience

Once you have master the art of the hip hinge by practicing the single arm deadlift then you can progress to
the swing. I first heard about this exercise when Pavel Tsatsouline wrote about the SOTS press in his amazing
book Beyond Bodybuilding.. Pricing guide under 50 50100. From this position you then have the option to

Press the Kettlebell Squat or Lunge. The kettlebell is an amazing allinclusive tool for building muscle
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burning fat and developing cardiovascular fitness and work capacity. Master the Kettlebell Kettlebell training
is a highly rewarding and fun form of exercise. Discover how to master the kettlebell overhead press. Clean
and press x 3 Clean and front squat x 3 Clean and press x 3 Double swing x 3 Clean and press x 3 Single
kettlebell snatch x 55 Clean and press x 3 Rest 1530 seconds between exercises Rest 23 minutes between

circuits Perform 12 circuits Add reps until performing sets of 5 for the double kettlebell drills Adjust weights
reps. Ill explain why this press is so beneficial. The Ultimate guide to putting heavy A weight over head with

one arm . The Ultimate Kettlebell Guide.
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